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Part III. Noise in Predictive Judgments
Percent Concordant (PC)

A measure that captures the 
intuition that highest rating will lead 
to higher performance evaluated 
post-factum

100% = fully correlated

50% = not correlated (random)

Correlation coefficient (r)
the standard measure that social 
scientists use

9. Judgments and Models

Judgment or Formula?

Assessing candidates by HR and 
their later performance

clinical judgment Gives correlation = 0.15

multiple linear regression (example 
of mechanical prediction)

Gives correlation = .32

linear regression models are the 
most common (they have been 
called "the workhorse of judgment 
and decision-making research")

Meehl: The Optimal Model Beats You
Simple mechanical rule

is generally superior to human 
judgment (and also faster and 
cheaper!)

BTW, it means that Individual Scrum 
Points in IT (with formula on top of it 
to remove personal bias and noise) 
is really better that teaching people 
to provide better estimates

Goldberg: The Model of You Beats You

Simple model of the person (e.g. 
regression model based on his past 
decisions) makes better judgments that the person itself!

Example: if your correlation = .50, 
then your model correlation would 
be 0.71

replacing you with a model of you 
does two things it eliminates your subtlety

Many of the complex rules that 
people invent are not likely to be 
generally true

The advantages of true subtlety are 
quickly drowned in measurement 
error

it eliminates your pattern noise

👍

 TODO: think where I have 
already made a lot decisions that 
could be digitalized and modelled. 
Hiring is one example!

10. Noiseless Rules

More Simplicity: Robust and Beautiful

Improper linear model (giving all the 
predictors equal weights)

as accurate as "proper" regression models

far superior to clinical judgments

we do not need models more 
precise than our measurements Equal-weight models do well

because they are not susceptible to 
accidents of sampling

Even More Simplicity: Simple Rules

in real life, predictors are almost 
always correlated to one another

Simple (frugal) rules

transparent

easy to apply

just a little cost in accuracy

More Complexity: Toward Machine Learning

Simple models should be used with 
"broken leg" principle

If you have decisive information that 
the model could not take into 
consideration

Then you should override the 
model's recommendation

Machine-learning models are capable of discovering such broken legs It reduces the need for human supervision

An Example: Better Bail Decisions

the ML model performs much better 
than human judges

The ML model is also far more 
successful than linear models

The ML model can arise racial and 
other discriminations

e.g. if using zip code or if using biased data

However, the ML model can be 
tuned so that the discrimination is 
less than that of a human

BUT this is an example, not a rule 
for all ML models! So the ethical/
fairness should always be 
considered!

Why Don't We Use Rules More Often?

Many experts have faith in their 
intuitions and doubt that machines 
could do better.

11. Objective Ignorance

Executives, especially the more 
senior and experienced ones, resort 
extensively to something variously 
called intuition, gut feel, or, simply, 
judgment

Objective Ignorance
wherever there is prediction, there 
is ignorance (overconfidence) and more of it than you think

Overconfident Pundits
Philip Tetlock's book Expert Political Judgment

"The average expert was roughly as 
accurate as a dart-throwing 
chimpanzee"

Poor Judges and Barely Better Models

In some cases the performance of 
models is not much better than 
human judgments

Due to objective ignorance

What of the models were bad? Or 
predictors (features) were poorly 
selected?

The Denial of Ignorance

People often mistake their 
subjective sense of confidence 
for an indication of predictive 
validity "knowing without knowing why"

Because intuitive judgment comes 
with its reward

the internal signal

=> as long as algorithms are not 
nearly perfect reward for intuitive 
judgment will overcome small 
improvement of mechanical process

12. The Valley of the Normal

Predicting Life Trajectories

There was a research of predicting 
life trajectories of socially fragile 
families r (correlation coefficient) is low - about .21

Such low correlation is the norm in 
social sciences

Higher correlation can be in physical 
measurements - such as adult 
height and foot size

Understanding and Prediction

"To understand something" = to 
understand what causes that thing

correlation does not imply causation

Causal Thinking

(opposite to statistical thinking)

creates stories in which specific 
events / people / objects affect one 
another

we lose sight of how easily things 
could have been different (r is low!)

Understanding in the Valley of the Normal

Our causal thinking makes many life 
events self-explanatory But only in hindsight!

We are under the illusion that it 
could have been anticipated

Inside and Outside

Causal thinking (System 1)

saves a lot energy

categorizes events in real time as 
normal or abnormal If abnornal

Statistical thinking (System 2)

is effortful

considers individual cases as 
instances of broader categories


